ALUMINIUM BUILDING SOLUTIONS

The stylish solution
for the toughest conditions

COLOURS & FINISHES

Colours and
profiles to suit
any project

Profiles styled for
strength and performance
of four stylish aluminium roofing and

to provide a wide spanning capability,

JUST BECAUSE YOUR PROJECT

walling systems: PERMALITE V-RIB ,

to have a high water-carrying capacity

DEMANDS OUTSTANDING DURABILITY

LT7®, ALSPAN® and WAVELINE®.

and to accommodate construction and

IN AN AGGRESSIVE ENVIRONMENT
DOESN’T MEAN YOU HAVE TO
COMPROMISE ON IMPORTANT
AESTHETIC QUALITIES.
PERMALITE cladding solutions are
®

available in a variety of finishes, profiles
and standard colours, with custom
colours available by negotiation.
All PERMALITE® cladding profiles
can be specified in a choice of three
finishes.
Mill Finish gives PERMALITE® cladding
a smooth, lustrous finish which will
dull relatively quickly by a weathering
process which enhances its natural

ALSPAN® was designed specifically

The PERMALITE® range consists
®

maintenance foot traffic.

PERMALITE V-RIB® provides a wide
(915mm) cover and a symmetry which

ALSPAN® is available in 0.70mm and

makes it equally suitable for roof or wall

0.90mm thicknesses. Its distinctive

cladding. A double capillary drain in the

ribs and wide pans make it a natural

rib overlap ensures weather security.

choice for well-defined presentation
of large areas.

PERMALITE V-RIB® is available
in 0.70mm, 0.90mm and 1.2mm

WAVELINE® is the Australian classic

thicknesses.

corrugated roofing profile proven for its
style and versatility. With a coverage of

LT7® is the ultimate in cladding

762mm it is quick to install and provides

versatility, due to its strength, water

minimum wastage.

carrying capacity, fixing economy and
eave closing features. It is available

WAVELINE® is suitable for use as both

in 0.70mm, 0.90mm and 1.2mm

a roof and wall cladding the universal

thicknesses and can be reversed to

appeal of this profile means it can be

provide a bold wall effect.

used to complement either a traditional
or modern design on any building project.

corrosion resistance.
Stucco Embossed Finish modifies the
Mill Finish to reduce the reflectance in

Colours

applications where this is required.
Painted Finish Choose from a range
of popular colours developed using
BlueScope’s extensive expertise in
colour coating roofing metals. Colours
suitable for every application, from a
5 star seaside resort to a chemical
plant or a coal loader.

GLACIER
WHITE™

ENDURO
GREEN®

SAHARA®

GULL
GREY™

SLATE
GREY™

MOON
SHADOW®

OBELISK
GREY™

Other colours are available by negotiation dependent on the size of the project.
Please Note: The PERMALITE® colours shown in this leaflet have been reproduced to represent actual product colours
as accurately as possible. However, we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample of the product
before purchasing, as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process affect colour tones.

Expert assistance and warranties
To help make the most of any

Permalite Aluminium roofing

PERMALITE® solution you can call

products are supported by extensive

on the wealth of experience accumulated

warranties of up to 40 years on the

by BlueScope to assist with design

aluminium substrate.

advice, custom colours or even

For more information visit www.permalite.com.au
Or call toll free 1300 850 389
BLUESCOPE, LYSAGHT, PERMALITE, PERMALITE V-RIB, LT7, ALSPAN and ® colour names are registered
trade marks and ™ colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited, ABN 16 000 011 058.
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on-site assistance.

